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Editorial

Hi Folks, I finally got my outdoor flying season underway with a trip to the
Northern Gala, relocated to North Luffenham due to loss of Barkston. Small
report on my adventures later.
As I write, the first of the few meetings at Middle Wallop is imminent, the
weather forecast does not look promising but I have accomodation booked so I’ll
be there come what may.

It gives me great satisfaction to report
that my winter building programme,
which usually is non-existent, has
resulted in my building a replacement
tailless model for the one I lost on its
first max. at last years Nationals.
Thanks to Spencer Willis’s superb lazer
cut rib set and free-wheel prop
assembly I now have ‘MazeeII’ ready to
go. I have, after taking proper advice,
fitted a drop down fuselage D/T
instead of the drag flap used on
‘Mayzee I’. The original model needed significant noseweight to trim out so on
the current model I have fitted the Tomy D/T timer under the fuselage at the
nose. I hope this one trims out as easily as the first, fingers crossed.

We have a report from George Car in Australia on their ‘Malmstrom Madness in
March’ event. We UK modellers ought to be joining the fray, would anyone
volunteer to coordinate support for next years event, contact me and I will put
you in touch with George.

I have popped in a piece from the BBC News website on the fatal vintage replica
crash at Wallop last year, the report seems inconclusive to me. A sad loss.

There is more on the Mexican power model ‘Tototl’. Bill Longley has built an
electric version and in next month’s issue he tells of further trimming attempts.

Our Chairman John Thompson highlights the perils of flying camera models.
He provides details of the first prosecution for overflying restricted areas.
When flying with or without cameras one must be always be aware of CAA
airspace restrictions. Surveillance for commercial gain requires permission.
There are similar problems in the USA and I have some details for next month.

Our Secretary Roger Newman has weighed in with a piece on ‘Other Hobbies’, it
seems he is a cacti,(or is it cactusses) grower and in no small way it would appear
from the pictures provided.

There are a few freebies listed in the for sale column, dig in.

Editor
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Malmstrom Madness - George Car (West Australia)

Malmstrӧm Madness in March, 2014

With the long, hot and
baking-dry summer
seeming never to end, the
last Sunday of March
threatened to disallow the
traditional pancakes and
orange juice brekkie for
the Madness this year
(due to fire risk) –
fortunately saved by the
first shower of the season
the previous evening. Watch your step! Line up of sports models on the cow paddock
Indeed, Sunday itself was the first really Free-Flight flyable day this year, with cool
temperatures very light breeze, a few thermals – and even a couple of rain squalls just to
remind ex-pat poms exactly why they emigrated here in the first place!
A few fliers down from last year, at least the models were trimmed at last and all (save one)
put up many flights in the practice session prior to the mass launch at 10:30.

Malmstrom lineup - also Ted with a rubber job..

All flew, except for Chris Edwards’ 1.5 times Step-Up powered by a lovely ED Cadet – still
pristine, as Chris hadn’t got the CG even remotely close…..
Choosing the winner was hard for judge Ang, as the longest flight (Jaime’s Skyrida) was
clearly cheating having fitted RC electric, highest flyer this year (Dicko’s Mimi) was a
possibility but Dicko wins everything anyway, while last year’s highest flyer (George’s
Brigadyr) was skilfully batted out of the sky upon launch by last year’s winner, Gary ‘the
Great’ Dickens. (Gary also discovered his Sky Gypsy flies much better FF, having taken out
the single channel gear).
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But having to retrieve his model from the neighbouring paddock was probably what gave Mike
Butcher the cup this year (it’s all speculation, as Ang won’t reveal decision making….).

Masterful Mike Butcher, winner of the Malmstrӧm Madness Cup, 2014

Here being congratulated by the incorruptible Judge Ang
(no matter how many pancakes were offered……)

Special mention must be made of Ted Prince, who
brought along his open rubber model, having heard
of the event during the week. Bear in mind, Ted
thought free flight had ceased in these parts in the
1980s, so was pleasantly surprised to be able to
dust off his models – even though the black FAI
rubber he has can’t take more than ¼ turns without
shedding strands………  Thus encouraged however, he
vowed he will be back!
Great fun (and some pancakes) had by all, with a vow
to do it all again next year – but in the meantime, all
agreed to get ready for the Ebenezer mass launch
on April 20th, and scramble on May 5th ……..
The event also brings out a lot of FF sports models,
which otherwise don’t get much air time. Chris
Edwards with an ED “bicycle spoke” 100 in a Madcap,
and Adrian Dyson with his Mills 0.75 powered mini
Simplex getting a bit of practice for the Scramble
in May.

Remembering Ray Malmstrom, of course, for his delightful designs –and especially
remember, it’s for “Flying Friendship and Fun”

George Car
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Wallop Air-Crash Conclusions - BBC News Website

From the BBC News website 25th march

Middle Wallop crash pilot had 'lack of experience' on plane

John Day was a "prolific aircraft builder" and his last major project was building the Fokker EIII
Eindekker
A replica vintage plane crashed and killed its pilot due to his "lack of experience" flying the aircraft,
a report has suggested.
John Day, 68, died after the Fokker Eindekker he had recently built crashed at Middle Wallop,
Hampshire last year.
Fellow Great War Display Team members called him "among the most experienced pilots of World
War I aircraft".
The Air Accidents Investigation Branch (AAIB) report said the absolute cause of the crash
remained inconclusive.
Mr Day, a father-of-one, from Horsham, West Sussex, had
been one of seven pilots practising a choreographed
routine when his plane came down at the Army Aviation
Centre on 27 April. 2013

'Steep nose-down turn'
The AAIB report stated an examination of the wreckage
could not provide an absolute cause, but that any evidence
supported witness accounts of the aircraft going in "a steep
nose-down turn to the right" before crashing.

John Day had been flying his Fokker EIII Eindekker replica
for its first appearance with the team
It suggested the issue could have been the operational
difficulties of flying this particular type of vintage aircraft.
"The use of the control clamp... could have caused the aircraft to maintain a turn unless the pilot
was able to make a deliberate movement to reduce the pitch input," it stated.
"Unless attention was paid to the slip indicator, the aircraft could easily enter sideslip without this
being obvious to the pilot."
It went on to conclude: "Flying in a practice air display with other aircraft would have exerted a
number of demands on the pilot's attention.
"This would have been exacerbated by the pilot's lack of recency and experience on the aircraft."
In a statement, members of his display team said: "John was a superb aircraft builder, excellent
display pilot and a lovely man who will be missed by all in the team."

BBC News Website
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Engine Analysis: K&B Torpedo 15 - Aeromodeller Annual 1954
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News from Italy - Roger Newman

A few photos of a young Gianni Lofredo engaged in modelling activities rarely seen –
particularly in the UK!
The first photo shows
Gianni with a float plane
version of the Keil Kraft
Spectre during the visit of
the Italian Ambassador to
the aeromodelling section
of the Italian Club in
Tripoli around 1960. Gianni
is busy explaining to the
Ambassador the
relationship & shape of the
floats relative to the
fuselage & CG, designed
from the basis of a paper written an Italian professor of aeronautics (Dr F Gale) –
who although now over 90 years old still writes technical articles & is a member of
SAM in northern Italy. At that time, the aeromodelling section had members from

the Castel Benito (Tripoli Airport),
RAF personnel based in Libya,
including a well known control line
maestro who was based there at the
time – Ken Day.
The other photos show the Spectre
complete with floats & ready to go &
an enthusiastic Gianni preparing for a
sea trip to the flying “field” at the
Beach Club of Tripoli, some 6 miles
from the harbour where this photo
was taken.

Roger Newman
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Tototl Wing - Martyn Pressnell

Readers will have seen two articles about this Mexican power duration design in the
April issue of New Clarion, and they were very interesting. The first article was a
copy of the Aeromodeller account of the 1954 Championships, flown in New York
State, with a plan of the model.
The second was an account by John Thompson of his experience flying a modern
replica. Tototl is an unusual looking model by any standards with its small sharp
upswept wing tips and high thrust line (so called) layout. It could clearly be made to
fly as well as its contemporaries, John had to persevere to get to this conclusion. He
has asked for me to comment which I will try to do, but in truth John has a much
deeper understanding of power duration in general than I have.
Power duration models for me fall into about three categories, coming along as engine
power increased:
Modest spiralling models which could not achieve high angles of climb, but for which
polyhedral was found to be useful in providing lateral stability in the climb, with good
cambered aerofoils for glide performance;
Transition models, fast in the climb but still using spiralling flight paths to control
power, with less cambered aerofoils;
Faster models capable of vertical climbing with VIT and other mechanical aids, and
later developed into the modern F1C with variable camber etc.
Tototl fits into the transition phase alongside a few other models of this type notably
Banshee and developed into Gorham’s Lil ‘Aud and later Vertigo etc., all with sharp
upswept wing tips.
On Tototl the tips look poor in aerodynamic design, too small to class as polyhedral,
too tapered to encourage tip stall and angled at about 45 degrees doing little to aid
lift. However they may have some end plate effect on the main wing to dampen the
tip vortex system. The main wing has a modest taper which helps to smooth the load
distribution whilst stalling centrally in a benign fashion. The wing is swept forward as
measured at the ¼ chord position and this would be expected to bring the wing
loading inwards in flight further assisting the stall risk. Overall I think the wing plan-
form had much to do with trimming difficulties, a rather unforgiving arrangement.
The tail-plane by contrast is quite conventional but set below the engine thrust line.
This position is not so good for power induced nose down pitch with power on.
However it is a large tail-plane in the then current trend enabling an aft location of
the CG that minimises trim change from power to glide. The fin is quite large which
could lead towards spiral instability but is probably OK on this short coupled model.
The fuselage shape presumably gives rise to the idea of high thrust line. The question
is ‘high’ in relation to what. It can only be measured sensibly in relation to the CG
height and this goes up with the engine position. Really the heaviest parts are the
wing and the engine itself, the crank in the fuselage has little to do with it. In this
respect the model rates alongside say Amazoom and others that looked good at the
time.
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My view is that down-thrust on a conventional polyhedral model of that era was a far
more practical way of preventing the looping tendency with power on. It happens that
at this time I was experimenting with a pylon-less model, wing and tail mounted in line
with engine and down thrust up front. This had variable incidence elevator and auto
rudder operated by an Auto-Knips timer. It was a fearsome model capable of a 300 ft
diameter loop that curled over the top and made a supersonic approach from behind.
It seemed to have great potential if only I could get a bit of bank and turn into the
loop before the inevitable happened. It was fun whilst it lasted.
On balance my view is that Tototl was a very worthwhile experiment but with nothing
special to offer aerodynamically. It could be flown successfully but its stability was
always in question making it knife edge to operate. My best wishes for its future
John.
On the question of the direction in which thermals rotate in the northern and
southern hemisphere, I am interested to know they rotate either way? It is said that
the plughole vortex rotates clockwise in the northern hemisphere and anti-clockwise
in the southern hemisphere. It does, I have checked it out. However the water goes
down the plughole in the north and up the plughole in the south, exactly the opposite
direction to thermals? I leave you to ponder these matters.

Martyn Pressnell

Big Electric Tototl - Bill Longley

I was interested to see the TOTOTL last issue, I actually built one in mid ' 57, fitted
with a Fuji 29. I do not recollect actually flying it, as prop disc disintegrated.
I’m now up to date, I actually built last year TOTOTL – MAX, scaled up to 150% and
fitted with 650 watt electric motor. I have flown it a couple of times, but seems
currently over elevated, so a sort out of incidences is required.

Bill Longley
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Tasuma Trophy 2014 etc. - Bill Longley

2014 Tasuma Trophy
The proposal is to have a total of 14 qualifying events; with best 6 scores to count.

(for dates see the Events & Notices add )
We are going to endeavour to run all but 3 of these events akin to the old
decentralised system,  i.e. put your flights in at your local field, and therefore not
incur long distance travel costs.

ie. Wes Denton can enter a Middle Wallop contest in Wiltshire, but, make his flights
up near Bridlington in Yorkshire ( God’s own county )

The event will not be postal, instead direct communication by mobile phone on the
day. Register by text with the event co-ordinator before 10 am.
Phone through your scores as accomplished.
All results by 4 pm, with an immediate fly off if required.

Comments; thoughts; suggestions; please.

Some minor rule changes have been incorporated this year in light of experience,
mainly motor run times, to keep a level playing field seeking a 5 minute max.

Electric is now a serious consideration,  initially having converted my Dixielander, with
250 watts, I am now trimming out my larger machines with 650 watts, the
Starduster:900 and Ramrod:1000,  climb out is to 600 feet and glide has to be seen
to be believed. (see Picture Gallery)

Bill  Longley

Picture Gallery

Roger Newman’s ‘Night Owl’
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Bill Longley’s 250W Electric ‘Dixielander’

The Dixie Power Plant – note the reverse radial engine mount

Bill’s 650W electric ‘Starduster 900’ ready to go
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The monster 650W electric ‘Ramrod 1000’

A view of Jim Paton’s workshop
in which he manufactures the magnificent Harpsichords
that he wrote of in last month’s ‘Other Hobbies’ article
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Two of Jim Paton’s creations
just look at the decoration under the raised lid
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Aerial Surveillance - John Thompson

Extract from the Daily Mail – 3rd April 2014

A man from Cumbria has become the first person in the UK to be successfully prosecuted for
the dangerous and illegal flying of an unmanned aircraft.
Robert Knowles was found to have flown the device in restricted airspace over a nuclear
submarine facility, as well as allowing the device to fly too close to a vehicle bridge. Both
offences breached the UK’s Air Navigation Order.
Mr Knowles, of Barrow-in-Furness, was found guilty on Tuesday 1 April 2014 and fined £800
at Furness and District Magistrate Court following the prosecution by the UK Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA), who said the case raised important safety issues concerning recreational
flying of unmanned aircraft. The CAA was also awarded costs of £3,500.
On 25 August 2013, the Court heard, an unmanned aircraft (UAV) was recovered from water
near to a submarine testing facility in Barrow-in-Furness, operated by the defence company,
BAE Systems. Analysis by the police of video footage taken from a camera fitted to the
device subsequently revealed that during its flight it had skimmed over the busy Jubilee
Bridge over Walney Chanel, well within the legally permitted 50 metres separation distance
required. The UAV had also flown through restricted airspace around the nuclear submarine
facility before it inadvertently landed in the water.
The UAV was traced to Mr Knowles who admitted to building the device himself and
operating it on the day in question.
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He was charged with:
• Flying a small unmanned surveillance aircraft within 50 metres of a structure (Article 167 of the Air
Navigation Order 2009).
• Flying over a nuclear installation (Regulation 3(2) of the Air Navigation (Restriction of Flying)(Nuclear
Installations) Regulations 2007).

The CAA said the conviction sent a message to recreational users of UAVs that the devices
are subject to aviation safety rules.
The conviction of Robert Knowles follows the recent case of a photographer from Lancashire
accepting a caution for using a UAV for commercial gain without permission. The
photographer had sold footage of a school fire taken from his quadcopter to media
organisations, even though he did not have authority from the CAA to operate the device
commercially. Anyone using unmanned aircraft for ‘aerial work’ requires a ‘permission’ from
the CAA to ensure safety standards are being adhered to and the operator is fully covered
by indemnity insurance.
Anyone using a UAV recreationally can also seek advice from established model aircraft clubs
who will have detailed local knowledge of airspace restrictions.
Go to www.bmfa.org for more information.
More information on the regulation of UAVs, including a list of operators with permission to
fly UAVs for commercial use, is available at www.caa.co.uk/uas

For further press information,
contact the CAA Press Office on: 0207 453 6030 press.office@caa.co.uk .

Follow the CAA on Twitter @UK_CAA

Operating rules for UAVs:
• An unmanned aircraft must never be flown beyond the normal unaided ‘line of sight’ of the person operating
it. This is generally measured as 500m horizontally or 400ft vertically.

• An unmanned aircraft fitted with a camera must always be flown at least 50m distance away from a person,
vehicle, building or structure.

• An unmanned aircraft fitted with a camera must not be flown within 150m of a congested area or large
group of people, such as a sporting event or concert.

The CAA is the UK's specialist aviation regulator. Its activities include: making sure that the
aviation industry meets the highest technical and operational safety standards; preventing
holidaymakers from being stranded abroad or losing money because of tour operator
insolvency; planning and regulating all UK airspace; and regulating airports, air traffic
services and airlines and providing advice on aviation policy.

Have you seen anything suspicious? Special Branch would like to know!

Chief Executive Website, General, News Flash - 27/03/2014 00:00:00

Following a recent meeting with representatives of the Special Branch Counter Terrorism
Unit, it has been requested that we ask all BMFA members to increase vigilance for any signs
of potential criminal or terrorist activity arising from the use of model aircraft.
This is part of regional and national initiatives introduced by the Counter Terrorism
Unit aimed at gaining enhanced vigilance from those involved in all aspects of aviation.
Should any member observe anything (or anyone) suspicious and giving rise to concerns
about potential criminal or terrorist activity involving model flying, the Counter
Terrorism unit would like you to contact the BMFA directly in the first instance on

Tel: 011 2440028  or email: admin@bmfa.org

John Thompson
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F1D World Championships - Tony Hebb

2014, Slanic. - Romania
Introduction.
The weather on our arrival in
Romania was delightful - beautiful
sunshine, mid 20 degrees during
the day, perhaps a little frost
overnight, about the same stage
as Spring in the UK and it
remained so for all except one
day of our stay. So strange
therefore to shut ourselves away
in the gloom of the salt mine for
6 days....or was it?
This was my first visit to Slanic
and I was simply blown away when
we first walked out into the main
“cavern” – nothing I had seen or
heard had prepared me for this.
First of all, in the morning it was
often warmer in the mine than
outside, the air was dry – I think
someone said 50% humidity – and
yes it was dark but the work
spaces provided - with a little
help from headlights - was enough
to work under. Seeing the models at any height was often quite hard – they were easy
to temporarily lose – but we all had powerful flashlights lights that could easily pick
them out.

The winding gear – the mine now directly beneath us.
I think that this place is probably the best indoor testing environment available, cool
still air, little or no drift. Many high flights were non steer and when testing at half
or quarter motor heights everything is slow and controllable, steering with a helper
illuminating your model is the same as usual – ie. quite difficult!
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Very high flights – at catwalk level or above (200’ plus) are however fraught with risk
as the slightest drift can cause the flying circle to overlap the catwalks and at this
height unless highly skilled at steering and with eyes of a hawk steering is extremely
difficult – and for me impossible – I can hardly see the model even with my new
glasses!
As you can see from the photos the roof slopes inwards dramatically from about two
thirds height to the ceiling, any impact with the wall sides normally ends in a hang up
or propeller walk down the wall, both potentially model damaging.
The organisers were aware of the danger of heat “bubbles” from groups of people in
the flying area and did their best to spread out flyers, assistants, team managers and
timekeepers throughout the contest.

Practise and Day 1 of Otto Hints Memorial.
Difficult day, so much new to take in. Models are behaving differently to usual. Climb
height is all important as one needs to get close to the roof to be competitive. Today
TH the only GB member to record a full motor flight in the Otto Hints, disappointing
at 28.47, got close to the ceiling too. This was using #4 model and prop. specifically
to get used to handling the model in these new conditions, planning to use  #2 model
tomorrow and see how that goes. Great opportunity to set up reserve models before
main event. US team have been here 2 days already and are flying really well, as of
course are the Romanian team in their home venue. Can see that this is potentially a
dangerous site, team strategy will be, as ever, to post a couple of decent scores
before trying harder..... Great to see Derek's model set off at 45 degrees! Mark
having same problems as me getting the necessary height - prop and rubber issues,
Brett Sanborn (US) apparently getting 1800 turns on, so must be flying on quite thin
rubber, 1.24 gm/M or less I reckon.

Day 2 of Otto Hints.
Still struggling to achieve decent safe climbs to 200’ or so, much test flying on
different rubber and prop pitch adjustments to get that all important height . TH
eventually flies a decent 31:38.
Best flyers clearly in the 33 to 35 minute bracket as expected with high climbs and
slow descents..

Tuesday WC Practise day.

“...21, 35, 42” – Derek annoys Brett Hotel Baia Rosie a revelation
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Most people flying ¼ and ½ motors to safe heights, very few taking on the roof today.
After much work TH returning around 8:40 on ¼ motor for final 2 models. Best is still
an older prop on last year’s European Championship model – so that will be the #1 WC
model.
Derek has put in some good 8 min + flights with his very steep climbing trim.
Mark having a trying time with just one model performing as expected and real
problems sorting out the others.
Ivan Treger flies 35 minutes + from about 180’ – so it is possible!
US flyers also having problems sorting out their reserve models.
A couple of models hung up high on the very sticky (like very coarse sandpaper) walls
requiring the blazing newspaper treatment to retrieve – Deszo did this from half way
up the side wall wooden staircase!
At the end of the days flying the opening ceremony was very well done by the hosts,
going all out to make this a memorable event – can you imagine we had lunch in the
mine at nicely set tables with waitress service – amazing, not quite how I had
imagined things.

Day 1 of competition.

Round 1 - TH away first for a nerve steadying 30:39 from about 180’, landing with
330 turns left so plenty of time still potentially obtainable. DR made trademark near
vertical climb, bit of a stall that limited height for a decent 28:09, MB also well away
for a 29:08 after a couple of nudges near the top of the side wall.
Round 2 – TH well away again for better height only to have the motor bunch on the
front O-ring, prop stop and into side wall at 100’ - no damage though. DR got
comfortably away this time then hit the sloping wall high up, model eventually
released by Deszo’s balloon and safely recovered. MB made a good climb but poor let
down resulted in a 28:44. So a poor afternoon with only Mark achieving the 2 safe
scores that we were relying on.
Meanwhile many others making significant scores, notably Sanborn (2 great flights),
Kang, Treger, Shramm and Corneliu around the 35 min mark. Watched Brett make a
fantastic steer whilst model level with the catwalk, put it back in the centre of the
roof for another 35 minute flight.
At the end of the day we feel that we are making progress despite the setbacks
which in all honesty were not unexpected in this very different site. Mark and TH
trying reduced diameter props - down to 18.25” - to see if this yields any time
improvements (tested over a couple of days but seemed to make little difference!)

Day 2

Round 3.Started well for GBR team with all 3 members returning good flights of over
30 minutes.
Kang, Treger, Corneliu and Schramm all going great guns too with many others
starting to score well too, great competition. Ivan said he thought conditions were a
little worse than previous day with a couple of areas of “rough” air making the models
bobble around.
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Round 4. With 2 respectable times posted TH went higher in this round with
disastrous results – the model looked safe but clipped the corner of the wall just
under the catwalk and walked down the wall to the vertical part where it hung, shame.
Retrieval wrecked the wing and tailplane and removed some film from the prop which
was fortunately repairable. DR got away for another very good flight of 30:15 but
Mark hit the wall and walked down it to record a poor flight time.
At the end of the day the results are close and therefore the competition is very
open. First and second team places are going to USA and Romania in some order.
Third place is still wide open with the GB team well placed to be able to achieve it.
Individual results also close with only a minute or so separating the top contestants –
a big time looks possible here so all yet to play for.

Day 3

Round 5. Again flying first TH returned a straight up and down flight just below the
catwalk of 32:15 – not too stressful for once! DR didn’t get the height but recorded a
28:56 nevertheless and MB had a slight “stagger” at about 50’ which cost the height
needed to return a high time. At lunchtime there was even less time separating the
top competitors, and team GB could still make third place with a couple of good
scores! Exciting, much better than drying paint, honest!!
Round 6. TH ended his competition with a very good 34:02 right up to the roof; a
heart stopping moment when it hit a cable that stretches between the catwalks right
at the roof, but it hung for about 5 seconds (felt like an hour!) then stalled off below
the catwalk and safely floated down. Phew!
DR’s model launched like a rocket but couldn’t quite hold the climb so no improvement.
MB, after a perfect half motor test, also staggered badly which left no real height
for a big score. Ah well, lots learnt – next time eh?
Meanwhile with team places determined Brett made a massive call on his last flight.
At about 17:00, having landed a 36:00, but entitled to a refly following a slight mid
air he decided he could improve that and elected to try again! Wow! Kang was in the
air thinking he needed another big score to win, didn’t quite get it (just 35:48!) so all
rested on Brett’s final attempt. Brett flew right at the roof, steered to centre then
pecked at the roof for a long time before making a perfect descent, sadly for him not
quite big enough at 36:25 but an improvement in his score; fantastic, brave effort.

So there it was on his first attempt, first International team place, Kang was World
Champion and also winner of the Kopecky trophy for longest flight. A worthy winner
who has put in a lot of time and effort to become a skilled builder who understands
what it takes to get the best from his model, props, rubber and such a difficult high
site. Congratulations from all on the GB team.
We should also extend our thanks to our Romanian hosts who did everything possible
to make this a brilliant and most excitingly memorable World Championships.
My personal thanks also to the tireless GB team manager Allan Weighell who was
always with us and ready to put the kettle on after another nerve jangling flight –
who said F1D is not exciting? Thanks also to my team mates Mark and Derek who
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were also often by my side but perhaps more importantly good humoured and
generous throughout.
We shall be back I’m sure – Otto Hints next year anyone?

Report by Tony Hebb      April 2014

Yuan Kang Lee - World Champ F1D, Longest Flight too at 37:33 on his first International appearance!
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Gypsy 48 - Tip Smiley

Following the trend toward a simple-to-build contest model, the Gypsy 48 came into being.
While the construction is easy, it nevertheless is exceptionally strong.
For/contest, work, a plane should be easily repaired in the event of a crash. This one
point was an important guide in the design of this plane. At the same time, however, an
eye was kept open for pleasing lines, hence the attractive configuration. A removable
ignition unit was incorporated to facilitate hasty field checks or repairs.
While the configuration is similar to that of the average pylon model, the actual outline is
distinctively different, due to the addition of a cabin. Also a structure built up such as this is
less apt to break on impact than a solid balsa pylon. The monoque fuselage has a high
strength-to-weight ratio and will take a fine finish easily.
The model pictured, finished as shown, weighs slightly less than 20 ounces ready to fly,
which is the minimum for its Arden .19 power plant. This means a finer finish and better
efficiency, without suffering because of the added weight.
As for flying, the Gypsy 48 is strictly hot contest material! Not only is the climb spectacular,
but the glide is equally as outstanding. After a vertical corkscrew climb, the plane rolls into
the most beautiful, floating glide you could ask for. So far, no erratic tendencies have
shown themselves, as the plane is very stable. You can be certain that this model will
make a worthy addition to any collection.
Well, fellows, you've seen the model, and read of its features, so if you're interested in
building a hot contest job, here's how:
FUSELAGE ASSEMBLY: Enlarge the plan, which is one-half size, with the exception of
the full-size rib pattern, to full scale with the aid of a pair of dividers and begin with the
fuselage. First select two 3/32" by 2" by 36" sheets of hard balsa. Using the patterns
shown on plan cut two of the fuselage panels from each sheet. Now cement three of the
panels together and cement the three formers in place. Positions are shown in dash lines
(You will notice that former No. 1 is of 1/8" birch plywood, while the remaining formers are
of 1/8" balsa). Next the final fuselage panel may be added, completing the initial "box"
assembly.
The upper half of the fuselage is slotted to receive the 1/8" sheet balsa cabin former,
which is now cemented in place. Place the small balsa gusset in place at the same time, to
assure correct alignment. While this is drying, assemble the "V" strut and trailing edge
over the plan. Notice how the lower end of the "V" strut is notched into the fuselage. When
dry, remove from plan and cement in place.
At the same time, add the 1/8" plywood wing mount platform. Finally, add the 1/8" by 1/4"
balsa framing, as shown on the plan. This is to provide a surface for attaching the
covering. The section of this "framing" which is cemented to the fuselage must be bevelled
to fit. The cabin assembly takes considerable strain, so apply cement generously, in
several coats, to all joints and at the points of contact on the fuselage.
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Before sanding the fuselage, assemble the three sections of the firewall, including the
landing gear, bent from 3/32" piano wire, and the ignition track, which is of 1/8" by 1/2"
birch plywood. Then place the 3/32" diameter bolts in place through the two holes in
former No. 1 and cement the nuts in place on the back of the former. When the cement
is thoroughly dry, remove the bolts and insert them in the firewall, making a smooth
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connection. With the addition of the sub-rudder and the tail platform the fuselage is
complete, except for the ignition. Mount the coil, condenser and batteries on the ignition
tract. Attach a string to the timer knob, and run through a slot in the fuselage.
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STABILIZER AND -FIN:-.The stabilizer is of conventional construction, and is built as
one unit over the plan.
Pin down the 3/16" square leading edge, the 1/8" by 1/4" lower spar, and the 3/16" by
3/4" trailing edge. Use tapered stock for the trailing edge, if available. Now cement the
ribs and tips in place and add the top spar, which is 1/4" by 1/4" stock. Use very hard
balsa for this assembly. Finally the 1/16" sheet-balsa fill-in may be added to the center
section.
The fin is constructed in a very easy manner. Merely out the outline pieces from 3/16"
sheet balsa, cement them together, and add one 3/16" square rib as shown.
Incidentally, the arrows on all the sheet balsa outlines indicate the direction of the
grain. Finish the fin by rounding the leading edge and tapering the trailing edge.
BUILDING THE WING: Now for the wing. This assembly is built in five separate
sections, which are joined upon completion. These five sections are the two tip panels
(one right, one left), two inboard panels (one right, one left), and the center section.
As an illustration of the construction, we will build the right inboard panel first. This
panel, like the rest, is built right over the plan. Less chance for error this way, you
know. Begin by pinning the lower spar and trailing edge in place. Now add the ribs.
Cement the ribs in place, working from the left of the plan to the right. By using the
dihedral template shown on the plan, all the ribs will be leaning to the right with
absolute uniformity.
After installing all the ribs in the panel, add the top spar and the leading edge.
Finally, add the rear spar by slowly sliding it in place. After trimming the spars flush
with the end ribs, the panel is complete and may be laid aside until the remaining
panels are finished and ready to join together to form the complete wing.
The left panels are made in the same manner, with the exception that the ribs lean to
the left. The dihedral angle is automatically formed when the five panels are joined.
As a last step, the 1/16" plywood spar joiners are cemented in position. When
thoroughly sanded, the wing is ready for covering.
COVERING: For added strength, we suggest you cover the entire fuselage. This will
reduce the danger of splitting to a minimum, A bad crash will sometimes render a
Monoque fuselage into so many toothpicks unless some type, of covering is utilized. In
the case of this model, we suggest light-weight (rubber-powered) silkspan.
The pylon should be covered with wet silkspan, as it will cover compound curves
without wrinkling. The remainder of the plane may be covered dry. When the covering
job is complete, spray with water and allow to shrink.
Next, apply about six coats of clear dope to all parts, sanding lightly between coats.
Colored dope trim now may be added, as desired. The original has clear white wings
and stabilizer, with orange and black trim on the leading edges. Fuselage and fin are
solid orange, Numbers on the fin are gold and black decals.
Now add the windshield, which is made of heavy celluloid. First make an accurate stiff
paper pattern, before cutting the actual windshield. As a final step in finishing, go
over the entire model with rubbing compound and then apply wax, Simonize was used
on the original model. The wax job really cuts, down skin friction, thus enhancing per-
formance as well as appearance.
FLYING THE MODEL: This model almost flew right off the drawing board! Incidence
settings were just as shown on the plans, with the fin set neutral. The original went
straight up in a corkscrew climb, with the Arden spark arm in the retarded position.
After twenty seconds, the fire went out and the Gypsy rolled into the most beautiful
glide you've seen.
While this model is not sensitive to adjustments, it is still best to test it thoroughly with
low-power flights until you are familiar with its temperament. Just use common sense
and you'll have a plane to be proud of. Lots of luck!

Tip Smiley
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My Gypsy 48 - John Thompson

I found originally the plan for this model in Plans Book called ‘Nostalgia Too’ published
by “Fly by Night Press”, clearly out of the USA. I have no idea who this is, the book
came my way from David Baker.
Anyway it referred to Flying Models December 1949, perfect for a vintage model.

An Email to Roy Tiller, meant that I got back a reply in less than 10 seconds, I
exaggerate less than 10 minutes (This is Roy's normal super service at the Library)
with scanned copies of the article and plans. The model is really a pylon model
disguised as a cabin one!
So to the building board, all was OK except I decided to use carved pink foam rather
than bending plastic around the front of the pylon to form the so called cabin. I find
bending transparent stuff difficult and get it all marked with balsa cement with an
awful result. Not that I am fussy about the look of my models as anyone who has seen
them can attest, they are straight but the finish does lack a little lustre.
The wing section is typical 1930's (not 40's), ugly but practical with good depth to
allow a strong and warp free wing. The fuselage has my pet hate, a diamond shape, so
difficult to build straight, fortunately the fuselage is sheeted which helps a little.
The pylon however needs tissue or silk covering to handle the compound curves, not
my favourite method but that's what the plan shows. I actually used polyspan covered
in tissue which worked quite well.

The model weights are :
Tail/Fin 27gm; Wing 85gm; Basic Fuselage 93gm; Power pack, Timer and U/C 186gm

for a total 391g
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No warps only 2 deg washout on both tips. 60 % CG; Wing+3.4 deg; Tail 0.7 deg;
(All approximate ) Originally I had 5 deg down thrust but finalised at 10 deg, with
1 deg left thrust (originally 2)

Cox TD 0.9 Nelson head, 8 x 3 Master, 25% Nitro about 16 k revs. Fly's right right
with drag flap for glide turn. The original 5 deg down was not sufficient, 10 fitted
the bill. I found that model was very sensitive to rudder, so eventually did not use
any and trimmed with side/down thrust.
Launched vertically it goes up straight for some 3 seconds and then into an excellent
right spiral, the right wing maybe is a touch down but safe. It reaches 550 feet in 11
seconds, this with the permitted run of 18 seconds - would result in a height of some
900 feet, which with the not bad glide is more than sufficient to do a 2.30 max.
A nice model and I suspect one that has not been modelled for many years and it does
look a bit different in the air.

John Thompson
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Other Hobbies - Roger Newman

A couple of months back our Editor asked if some of us have hobbies or activities
other than aeromodelling. I must confess to a couple that have been with me for
more than a few years. The first is the collection of cacti & succulents, which goes
back to the 1970’s. As an aside, cacti are native to the New World (the Americas),
whereas succulents have a worldwide presence. We have an old cedar wood
greenhouse (18’ by 10’) that houses the collection.

At one time, it was exceeding full with over 800 plants but as time goes by, the
numbers go down – mostly due to me not replacing those that die off. However, there
are still some 500 or so left, ranging from South African succulents that rarely get
into pots larger than 2½” square to large agaves from central & north America – which
although in pans of 15” diameter or more, are still juveniles compared to those in the
wild. A singular attraction of these plants is that they are not time consumers to any
great extent, with watering about once a month in the summer & very rarely in the
winter. Biggest problem is keeping the cobwebs away. Quite a few have been grown
from seed, but a high degree of patience is necessary as most are pretty slow
growing. Growing from seed is not too difficult, albeit the germination rate is fairly
erratic.
A few examples: Aeonium tabuliforme (flat topped aeonium) from seed some 5 years
ago – probably about 80% germination, most were given away as seedlings but in this
case (as I do like the plant) a few were kept. The species is native to the Canary
Islands. The plant pictured is about 1’ diameter – large dinner plate size, others from
the same batch vary down to about 6” diameter. Watering frequency is about every
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three weeks in the summer & very little in the Winter. This Spring has seen several in
flower & with the judicious use of a paint brush for pollination, I’m hoping for a small
seed crop as the only problem with this particular plant is that it is monocarpic i.e. it
flowers & then dies.

Aeonium tabuliforme

Some species of cacti are both small & exceeding slow growing. The two photos of a
Turbinicarpus valdezianus (again from seed) show a plant that is about ¾” diameter
with flowers that exceed the diameter of the plant – it is in a 2” square pot & is some
14 years old - it flowered this week. This species is bit like an iceberg as most of the
plant is below the surface of the soil! Big benefit is that such plants take very little
space. The species is native to Mexico.

Turbinicarpus valdezianus
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A couple of succulents from alternative ends of the spectrum – Conophytum minutum,
as the name infers – has small heads (typically 3 to 5mm dia) in profusion, forming a
clump. This species is native to the Karoo area of South Africa & has a watering
regime quite different to most other cacti & succulents - July to October, then a
rest for a couple of months before two months of sparse watering. The Conophytum
genus is native to South Africa, ranging
from the Western Cape through the Karoo
desert to Namibia & quite widespread with
many different & coveted plants that carry
superb markings in habitat – unfortunately
we rarely get sufficient sun in this country
to bring out these markings. Some species
are so rare that they are confined to a
single small area – maybe of no more than
20sq-yds. New species are still being
discovered in remote parts of the Karoo &
Namibia. Flowers exceed the diameter of a
head by a considerable factor. Conophytum minutum

Another “baby” – Agave parryii, again from
seed. This particular plant is in a 15” pan &
needs repotting (can be quite hazardous to the
nerves & fingers!). Its final size in habitat can
be around 30” dia. Another native of Mexico &
another monocarpic species, but this one will
certainly outlive me! Other species in this
genus live for up to 100 years & attain
diameters in excess of three metres. Fully
mature plants are not ones for the house or
greenhouse or for the faint hearted.
Nevertheless, some lovely plants in the genus.

Agave parryii

Lithops from South Africa Mexican Mammillaria South American

Roger Newman
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AA Rescue & Retrieve - John Andrews

On Sunday 18th April I was at North
Luffenham for the rescheduled Northern
Gala, the loss of Barkston had brought about
the relocation of the event.
It was quite a nice day but the wind was a
little fresher than forecast so, not having yet
ventured outdoors this year, I opted to fly my
old 36-3 in BMFA Rubber as I did not want to
risk losing one of my first line models before
the Nationals.
36-3 is basically my original competition model
made when I started free-flighting again in
the mid 90’s, it was 36” wingspan back then
but now has been upgraded to 40” and has an increased propeller diameter. I fly it on
the same 50gm 12 x ¼ motors that my bigger models use and, although really too
powerful for the propeller size, the rocket like climb is good for rough conditions.
I dipped out on my first flight, the model shot up straight to a reasonable height but
never settled into a stable glide for some reason, I blame turbulence, then again I
always do. I then went through the motions to record two more indifferent flights.
Having failed in BMFA I entered Mini-vintage and put together my ‘Pinochio’, I made
my first flight and had difficulty in locating the model. Rachel and I had driven round
in the car and it soon became apparent that we had over run the model and whilst
Rachel went one way on foot I drove the car down a track to get on line to walk the
other way. Never made it, as I
drove across a seemingly firm
granite track the car just
bogged down and dug itself a
grave, stuck firm. After much
messing about, to cut a long
story short, I called out the AA
(first time ever for me) and on
arrival he hooked me up and
pulled me back onto firm
ground. During the ensuing
paperwork exercise I was
explaining what free-flight was
all about and said I would come
back later and look again for the ‘Pinochio’. He said he was good at finding things so I
pointed him down the line and off he went. About 100yards later he sings out “I’ve
got it”. First time I’ve used the AA as a fetchermite, I think I’ll give Rachel the sack.

John Andrews
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Those Were the Days - Aeromodeller March 1954
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DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 42. Plans from Kits, British made, excluding scale, cont.

SKYLEADA continued.
I ended last month with the Falcon 20” span rubber advertised in Aeromodeller
August 1942.
It looks as though no new models
were advertised until the end of
hostilities with the announcement of
the, now well known and much loved,
all balsa THREE-FOOTER in
Aeromodeller September 1945.

Then in December 1945 came
the Gremlin 20” wing span
glider with built up wings and
stabiliser.

August 1946 brought
the 24” Wizard which
looks like a reduced
version of the Three-
Footer. I wonder why
they did not jump in
with both feet and call
it a TWO-FOOTER.
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The first Skyleada power model
appeared in the advertisement placed by
Caledonia Model Co., of Glasgow in
Aeromodeller December 1946. This was
the Bantam, a 48” wing span cabin model,
designed by R.H.Warring.
The advert by A. Hunt Ltd., of Croydon
in Aeromodeller February 1947 listed five new Skyleada models.

The Cadet a 24” rubber model designed
by Pete Kelsey.
The Skyleada Flying Wing 30” rubber
model also designed by Pete Kelsey.
The Jeep, a 20” glider designed by J.
Patterson, sorry no picture but SAM
1066 has the plan.
Also two for which I have found no

picture or plan, The Midge 14” wing
span glider and the Tether Control
solid glider of 12” wing span.

SKYLEADA KIT SPAN NOTES DESIGNER PLAN
THREE FOOTER 36 Glider SAM1066
GREMLIN 20 Glider
WIZARD 24 Glider SAM1066
BANTAM 48 Power WARRING Ron SAM1066
CADET 24 Rubber KELSEY Pete SYB12 reduced drg
FLYING WING 32 Rubber KELSEY Pete SAM1066
JEEP 20 Glider PATERSON J SAM1066
MIDGE 14 Glider
TETHER CONTROL SOLID GLIDER 12 Glider

The charts shows the designer’s name where found and plan source where available.
If you can fill in any of the designers names or have any of the missing plans please
get in touch. More Skyleada models next month.

A few months ago received an enquiry for a plan by Super
Model Aircraft Equipment (S.M.A.E. ! how sneaky is that?)
Their advert in Aeromodeller in Sept 1947 was for a pair of
pylon models, the Midge at 34” span and the Gnat at 42”
span. George Blair of Edinburgh responded to my “plan
sought” in the New Clarion with the Midge plan, thank you
George. A copy of the plan is on its way to Roger Newman
for the SAM 1066 plans library.
Now to the embarrassing bit, who wanted the plan and

which one? If you are in need of a Midge plan it is here ready for you.

Contact Roy Tiller 01202 511309, e-mail roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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The first Skyleada power model
appeared in the advertisement placed by
Caledonia Model Co., of Glasgow in
Aeromodeller December 1946. This was
the Bantam, a 48” wing span cabin model,
designed by R.H.Warring.
The advert by A. Hunt Ltd., of Croydon
in Aeromodeller February 1947 listed five new Skyleada models.

The Cadet a 24” rubber model designed
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For Sale,Wanted & Freebies

Don Thompson:

For sale: Airsail Ascender vintage rubber kit. This is a modern manufactured kit of an
attractive 1940s mini-vintage model. The kit is unused, in perfect condition and has good
quality materials. Price £15 excluding postage. I prefer to hand deliver at Beaulieu, Middle
Wallop or the Nationals.
Please contact Don Thomson Tel 0208 9989472 or email thomson_don@hotmail.com.

Jack Reid: Free to a Good Home

What do old aeromodellers do with their lifelong accumulation of "stuff"? This is a question
that has been increasingly on my mind for the past few years. I've learned, over the years,
how to design, build and fly model airplanes of types that have appealed to me. Although I
have gone to competitions, and competed, up to World Championship levels, my own ambitions
have been to learn aeromodelling and how to improve my own abilities, but mainly, just to have
fun imagining, and trying, flying like the creatures of the sky, as I did since I first became
aware of what "sky", "birds" and "flying" were all about.
But, as I'm sure many of you will have observed, time takes its toll, and, while the mind may
cling to the youthful goals and ambitions, the body just can't keep up. C' est la vie!
So, here I am, pondering what to do with all my "stuff". Lots of this have already been
disposed of - models no longer flyable, related things that no one uses any more, and the like.
Now I'm wondering if there might be someone out there who might benefit from some of the
"good stuff" that overflows my "modelling room"? I can't be bothered trying to sell it, so
I've concluded that I'll try giving it away. That way, if this approach doesn't work, I'll not
feel badly about disposing of it in less "humane" ways i.e., recycling or just binning the lot.
If any reader is interested in acquiring, or wishes more detail of, or just wishes to comment
on my plans , please email me at: jackreid1@aol.com

First up, Aeromodelling- related publications:

1) Aero Modeller Annuals - all of them, from 1948 to 1979
2) Frank Zaic - all his publications, by or about, him from 1934 to 1991
3) National Free Flight Society (United States) Symposia - all of them from 1968 to 2013
4) Free Flight Quarterly (Australia) - all the printed copies, from issue no. 1 (Oct. 2001) to

issue 48 (July 2013). More recent issues, up to the present, I have in digital format on my
computer.
5) A selection, about 50 items, of old American model aircraft magazines from 1937 to 1966

(Air Trails, Flying Aces, Flying Models, Model Airplane News, American Modeler Annual, etc)
6) A selection, about 25 items, of books relating to Airfoil Design, Yearbooks, Plans of
Models, etc.

If I have any success in this first offering, there may be others, such as models in good
flying condition, building materials (balsa, tissue, carbon fibre items, etc) and tools (weighing
equipment, etc).
Meanwhile, as our American brethren often say,
Thermals, Jack Reid
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Secretary’s Notes for May 2014

Two events this month and both badly affected by our Spring weather. The Crookham
Gala, held on Salisbury Plain this year, had a grand total of 9 fliers! No doubt the
numbers influenced by the forecast & the location, but in spite of these factors
conditions weren’t all that bad – at least the rain held off until the prize giving but a
few long retrieves were the order of the day. Results should be reported next issue.

The first meet of the year at Middle Wallop on 27th April resulted in a better than
anticipated attendance, with over 50 brave souls defying (yet again) a dire forecast
which in fact turned out to be a little incorrect as once the rain stopped around
11.00am, it held off right through to the Croydon 8oz & Norman Marcus fly-offs.
Results for the SAM 1066 comps are reported below; Croydon comp results should
appear in next isue. Quite a few sports fliers took the opportunity to get some air
time & enjoy themselves.

Results:
Weather – rain until about 11.00am followed by dry reasonable bright spells until fly-off time when
the heavens opened again. Wind speed variable from east – 7/10mph & gusting. Max set at 90
secs to avoid overflying the main road.

Combined Vintage / Classic Bungee Glider
4 entries: 1st Peter Michel 3.42 (Corsair); 2nd Robin Kimber 2.52 (Nord);

3rd Ted Horne 2.48 (Corsair); 4th Dave Etherton 0.37 (Corsair)
Combined Classic / Vintage CLG/HLG

3 entries: 1st Ted Horsey 207 secs (Dingbat); 2nd Peter Tolhurst 155 secs (model?);
3rd Ken Taylor 153 secs (Dingbat). Ted achieved a max in his 4th flight.

Ryback Glider
2 entries: 1st Dave Etherton 4.30 (Seraph); 2nd Bob Taylor 3.46 (Uppat)

Bob assures me that this is a genuine Scandinavian name!
E36 Electric Power

4 entries: 1st Ron Marking 4.25 (Pearl); 2nd Peter Tolhurst 3.52 (O/D);
3rd Jim Paton 3.22 (Pearl); 4th Gerald Williamson 3.21 (O/D)

Combined Vintage / Classic Open Power
1 entry: 1st Andrew Longhurst 4.11 (Jimp)

Jimmy Allen Mass Launch
1st Annie Stevens 1.59 (JA Special); 2nd Ted Stevens 1.40 (JA Special);
3rd Barbara Tiller 0.58 (JA Special); 4th Roy Tiller 0.51 (Skokie)

Next Wallop event
As noted in the previous NC, we have two days on the agenda in place of the original
Sunday. All we need is the sun to shine & kind balmy breezes to waft across the field!
The planned events are confirmed as below:

Middle Wallop 31st May & 1st June:
Saturday 31st May

Vintage / Classic CLG/HLG; Over 50” Combined Vintage / Classic Glider; Vintage Open Power;
Club Classic Rubber to BMAS Rules; Under 25” Vintage Rubber
Natsneez (P E Norman) – use this as useful practice for the SAM Champs event in August.
Sport flying & trimming for all
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Sunday 1st June
Combined Vintage/Classic Bungee Glider: Under 50” Combined Vintage/Classic Glider;
E36 Electric Power; Vintage Lightweight Rubber; Combined 4oz/8oz Wakefield;
Tailless (Combined Glider, Rubber and i/c Power); Jimmy Allen Mass Launch
Natsneez (P E Norman) – use this as useful practice for the SAM Champs event in August.
R/C Assist (Tomboy etc); Control Line; Sport flying & trimming for all
Note: the opportunity to test & trim your nice new Natsneez before the August SAM Champs. Also
get your Jimmy Allen model out & try to break the family Tiller / Stevens domination of this event!

What else?
On the home front, I missed a good day at Beaulieu last Thursday (24th April) as we
had visitors, which was used as an excuse to visit the Sammy Miller Motorcycle
Museum in New Milton. Brilliant display of some 350 bikes of all shapes & size, the
vast majority of which are in working order & very modest entry charge – well worth
a visit if you are in the local area. However, I gather our Chairman & a few others did
seize the opportunity & had an excellent flying day.
Next weekend sees the first of our local Bournemouth Club comps at Beaulieu – for
CLG/HLG (up against ace Ted Horsey), P20 & P30. Somewhere in the model room lurks
an ancient P20 & equally ancient P30. Can’t remember the name of the former but the
latter is a Pongo – years ago I built three identical, differentiated only by the
covering colour for three grandsons. All flew (after a fashion) so there should be
enough bits left to put one model together. Then I have to find some rubber!

In response to my little whinge last month about cataloguing plans, a phone call out of
the blue from Brian Yearley volunteering to help was gratefully accepted! A sort out
of the two boxes resulted in over 100 plans being bagged up & passed to Brian at MW
& a further large quantity of duplicates & scanned plans given to Roy (Tiller) for sale
– a lot of these coming back from Derick Scott, who has been manfully beavering
away at his large scanning machine on our behalf. Most kind of all concerned.

Roger Newman

Plans from the Archive - Roger Newman

Pongo P30 - Fuselage
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Pongo P30 - Flying Surfaces

Rubber:- As I mentioned it earlier – how about a simple P30 – Pongo.

1949 Power Model – Josh Marshall

Power:- You could challenge Andrew Longhurst with this model
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Pelican

Glider:– nice “floater” for the Over 50” Classic class.

or should it be B.M.F.A.
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Competition Rules Below
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Provisional Events Calendar 2014
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

February 23rd Sunday *BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 16th Sunday *BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 6th Sunday *BMFA 3rd Area Competitions
April 18th Friday Northern Gala – Barkston/Church Fenton
April 20th Sunday Crookham Gala & SAM1066 – Salisbury Plain
April 27th Sunday Middle Wallop – SAM1066 competitions

May 24th Saturday BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
May 25th Sunday BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
May 26th Monday BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
May 31st Saturday Middle Wallop – SAM1066 Competitions

June 1st Sunday Middle Wallop – SAM1066 Competitions
June 15th Sunday *BMFA 4th Area Competitions
June 28th Saturday BMFA East Anglian Gala – Sculthorpe
June 29th Sunday BMFA East Anglian Gala – Sculthorpe

July 6th Sunday Brumfly – Barkston
July 13th Sunday *BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 19th Saturday BMFA Southern Area Gala - Odiham
July 26th /27th Saturday/Sunday London Gala – Salisbury Plain

August 10th Sunday *BMFA 6th Area Competitions
August 17th Sunday Timperley Gala – North Luffenham
August 24th Sunday Middle Wallop – SAM1066 Competitions
August 25th Monday Middle Wallop – SAM1066 Competitions
August 30th Saturday Southern Gala – Salisbury Plain

September 14th Sunday *BMFA 7th Area Competitions
September 28th Sunday Middle Wallop – SAM1066 Competitions

October 12th Sunday *BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 25th Saturday Midland Gala – North Luffenham

* Note: Flyers using Salisbury Plain Area 8 for BMFA Area competitions

"All F/F Classes. Essential to contact:
Bernard Aslett at 25, Honeyhill, Wooton Basset, Swindon, SN4 7DX to pay fees and get on
Army security list, and always contact Peter Tribe on 01225 862748 on the Friday before
travelling."

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Middle Wallop check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 – www.sam1066.com
Flitehook, John & Pauline – www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
GAD - www.greenairdesigns.com
BMFA Free Flight Technical Committee - www.freeflightUK.org
BMFA - www.BMFA.org
BMFA Southern Area - www.southerarea.hamshire.org.uk
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
MSP Plans - www.martyn.pressnell.btinternet.co.uk
X-List Plans - www.xlistplans.demon.co.uk
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
David Lloyd-Jones - www.magazinesandbooks.co.uk
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
John Andrews - www.freewebs.com/johnandrewsaeromodeller
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.co.uk/index-old.htm
Southern Coupe League - www.southerncoupeleague.org.uk

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting
you know about the posting of the latest edition of the New

Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly

not hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email
address and not told us?

To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us
know your new cyber address

(snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

Tail end Charlie:
I still need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen
at least one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where
your at. Pictures can be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your
input. Members really are interested in your experiences even though you may
think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

your editor John Andrews


